
Deep Climate Change: A Dataset and 

Adaptive domain pre-trained Language 

Models for Climate Change Related Task

We propose climateGPT2 models, transformer-

based language models that are further 

pretrained abstracts of climate-related articles

We collected a climate change corpus consisting of over 360 thousands of 

abstracts of top climate scientists' articles from trustable sources covering 

large temporal and spatial scales. 

Comparison of the performance of GPT2 LM and our 'climateGPT2 models', 

fine-tuned on the CC-related corpus, on claim generation (text generation) 

and fact-checking, downstream tasks show the better performance of the 

climateGPT2 models compared to the GPT2.

We used the Climate Fever dataset for the fact-checking task Diggelmann et 

al. (2020). Climate Fever consists of roughly 1,500 claims in the climate 

domain. Annotators have classified claims in the climate fever dataset as 

supported, refuted, or not enough by evidence sentences

• climateGPT2 models decrease validation loss to 1.08 for claim 

generation from 43.4 obtained by GPT2.

• climateGPT2 models improved the masked language model objective 

for the fact-checking task by increasing the F1 score from 0.67 to 0.72

Contribution and Method

Contribution

The contributions of our paper are as follows: 1) 'climateGPT-2 models' are 

the first domain-specific GPT-based models pre-trained on climate change 

corpora for 3 days on two NVIDIA Gforce 2800 GPUs. 2) We show that pre-

training GPT-2 on climate change corpus improves its performance on two 

downstream tasks: text generation (claim generation) and fact-checking. 3) 

We make our pre-processed datasets, the pre-trained weights of 

climateGPT-2, and the source code for fine-tuning climateGPT-2 models 

publicly available

Conclusion

We showed that pre-training GPT-2 on climate change corpus largely 

improved its performance. climateGPT-2 obtains higher F1 scores in 

climate change fact-checking (0.72) compared to GPT-2 (0.67) and a lower 

validation loss (1.08) in climate change text generation task compared to 

the original GPT-2 (43.45)
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We collected a large corpus of text from the publication of well-known 

scientists in the climate field. Therefore, we used the 1000 hot scientists list 

of climate change published by the Reuters press

Climate domain corpus

Fact-checking dataset

Loss of GPT-2 vs climateGPT-s models on the CC-related corpus

The F1 score results show that climateGPT-2 models outperform GPT-2 by 

lowering F1 from 1.17 to 0.8. 

By comparing our results with the fact-checking results performed on climate 

fever data with climateBERT (Webersinke et al. (2021), we realized that our 

results align with that study. However, our in-house corpus for adaptive pre-

training is different from the climateBERT.
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